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What the Olympics Mean to Me 
Thoughts & Reflections on the Olympic Torch Run 

© Tim Hedrick  
 
On June 16, 2004, I ran the Olympic torch at 11am down 
Wilshire and Westwood boulevards in Los Angeles to 
thousands of people cheering and waving flags and 
banners along the sidewalks and in their cars. The 
actual run lasted only a couple of minutes. The entire 
experience lasted 30 hours from start to finish. The 
memories of that awesome event will last a lifetime. 
 
This event marks the first truly global Olympic Torch 
Relay in history. Never before has the Olympic flame 
visited all five land masses represented by the Olympic 
rings. The Olympic flame visited all host cities of the 
Olympic Summer Games (including Beijing, awarded the 
next Summer Games in 2008). This is also the first time 
the Olympic flame will visit Africa (Cairo, Egypt and Cape Town, South Africa), as well as South America 
(Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). The motto for the 2004 Olympic Torch Relay was "Pass the Flame, Unite the 
World". At it's conclusion, some 7000 relay runners will have carried the torch in Greece and 3600 people 
will have carried the Olympic flame elsewhere in the world - 480 of whom will have carried the torch within 
the United States of America.  
 
Being involved with the Olympics has always been a dream of mine, from the time I first witnessed the 
Olympics in 1968. Even then, at 5 years old, I was awestruck at the celebration of athletic achievement 
and wanted to be part of it, having no clue what it would take to get there. My dream of Olympic 
participation faded in 1984 when I missed qualifying for the US Olympic Trials - arguably the toughest 
swim meet on the planet. By that time some 16 years later, my goal had changed. I no longer had 
aspirations of making Team USA - just swimming in the meet -- being there -- and witnessing swimming 
history first-hand would have been satisfaction enough. 
 
In a way, I'm glad I didn't make it to The Trials. The fire that drives many of us still burns within me - a fire 
that might have been otherwise extinguished, like it has for so many others who "hung up their goggles" 
way too soon. Instead, I find myself driven to see how good of a Masters swimmer I can be. Further, I am 
committed to doing what I can to give something back to the next generation of participants in the sport - 
the sport to which I owe so much. What I learned from swimming - practice, planning, hard work, 
dedication, competition, disappointment, and success - all play a large role in the person I am today. 
 
Running with the torch was something I never thought I'd be able to do. I never even considered the 
possibility. Why, I wasn't as worthy as any of THEM who have carried it! When I first read about 
Samsung's essay contest, my thoughts weren't about ME. Rather, they were about the club kids and what 
it might inspire in THEM. I thought that entering the contest was silly, and there was a lot of FUD (Fear, 
Uncertainty, Doubt). Certainly they wouldn't pick ME. But I owed it to myself and to the club kids to try, 
and worked up the necessary gumption to write the best 50-word essay -- okay, paragraph -- I could. I 
knew that for it to be successful nothing in the essay could be faked. It had to come from the heart. 
 
Nobody knew for well over a month that I even entered the contest. Vicki didn't know until the day a 
Samsung rep called me to tell me that I'd been selected as a Torchbearer. It was all news to her (I'm sure 
she was shocked - her TIMMY??? entered a CONTEST??? to do WHAT???). I was stunned. I wasn't 
sure I could do it.  
 
The first thoughts that hit me was - "What happens if I TRIP and FALL"? "What if the FLAME goes OUT"? 
Not exactly encouraging thoughts. Vicki and I kept the news secret until Samsung announced the official 
list of winners in early May. Right away, I set out to get in the best "jogging" shape I could and enlisted the 
help of as many of the junior and senior group kids to help me train on the high school track. The goal 
was to run 4 laps - one mile - 3 times a week. Due to my work schedule at UCSB and distance from the 
high school, I was often tardy. I was touched by how many of you - the Buenaventura Swim Club kids - 
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showed up REGULARLY and helped me run - never one of my favored activities. Through that you ALL 
made it worth it for me. I wasn't doing this alone - we were ALL doing this TOGETHER!  
 
On the evening before the torch run, the City of Los Angeles hosted a Torchbearer reception at the Los 
Angeles Coliseum, site of the 1984 Olympic opening and closing ceremonies. Just seeing that facility 
again, with the two athlete statues out in front gave me chills. Vicki and I saw and met some people there 
- celebrities, on-air folks from NBC, past Olympians, and ordinary folk, like us. We saw Janet Evans, 
happily talking with everyone and posing for pictures. We saw Rafer Johnson, who came to talk to the 
crowd and reminisce about his torch run up those same Coliseum steps 20 years earlier - those same 
steps that were 50 feet away from us. I watched him do that torch run on TV and I still remember it as if it 
were yesterday. I recognized 84-yr old Dr. Sammy Lee, champion diver from the 1948 and 1952 games, 
and a legend in his own right in swimming and diving circles, talking about how happy he was to be 
running with the torch. Then there was THE celebrity of the evening - none other than "Rocky" himself, 
Sylvester Stallone, who took to the podium and told everyone assembled there how proud HE was to be 
among US. Another person we noticed was an old, frail gentleman in a wheelchair sporting a huge smile. 
We were told he was an Olympic champion who was shot down in WWII and lived for 2 weeks on a life 
raft floating in open water until he was picked up by the Japanese. The only thing that spared his life at 
the hands of his enemy was that they recognized him from the Olympics!! In this crowd, the only thing 
that came to my mind was this: what had I gotten myself into? 
 
The olive tree has been used throughout history to represent peace. Wreathes made of olive branches 
adorned the first Olympic champions. The 2004 Olympic torch was designed to incorporate the shape of 
the olive leaf, and the handle of the torch is made of olive wood. It is almost 27 inches in length and 
weighs almost 25 ounces - just over 1-1/2 pounds. When I finally got to hold it, I thought it was going to 
be heavy (like a Shaq free throw late in a Laker game). I was wrong. It was WEIGHTLESS - it seemed to 
just float in my hand, as if I wasn't the only one holding it up! 
 
The Torchbearers were placed in groups of about 15 and those 15 traveled to and from their relay 
segments together. Each Torchbearer was dropped off by a special shuttle bus at the starting point of 
their relay segment and picked up by another shuttle bus at the segment ending point. The people of 
Greece take the ritual of the Olympics very seriously, as much of it is deeply rooted their history, religious 
and cultural. Everything to do with the Olympic flame is very carefully controlled and planned out. The 
Greek Olympic organizers flew in 15 special vehicles - mostly motorcycles and an SUV - and some 200 
people for the Torch Relay aboard two special jumbo jets named Zeus and Athena. The organizers had to 
get special permission from each local government to operate the vehicles and the airplanes needed 
special aviation permits to travel with the flame.   
 
The Greeks trace the Olympic Games all the way back to 776 B.C., when their ancestors gathered for a 
religious festival honoring their god, Zeus, the father of Greek gods and goddesses. Research on the 
ancient Olympics notes that the torch likely was not part of the ancient games, although it did exist in 
other ancient Greek athletic festivals. The torch was incorporated in the Modern Olympics first in 1928 in 
Amsterdam, and the torch relay was first instituted in 1936 for the Berlin Olympics. Traditionally, the torch 
was lit from a parabolic mirror, the shape of which focuses the sun's rays on a very small area just in front 
of the mirror, by a high priestess in front of the Temple of Hera in Olympia. The flame for this Olympics 
was lit at the same location in the same way by Greek actress Thalia Prokopiou, dressed as the high 
priestess, in a special ceremony on March 25th, 2004. From there, the flame traveled throughout Greece 
before departing on its international journey. The flame sits in a special lantern in the "first class" section 
of the plane and is tended by a special crew of "flame keepers" who always have someone guarding it. 
Rumors abound regarding additional lanterns that carry backup flames, but their quantity, location, and 
mere existence are not openly discussed for security reasons. Each day, a special wick is lit from the 
lantern and that wick is used to light the torches on the relay. That wick travels behind the torch runner in 
that special SUV, available to relight a torch if the need arises. There is no way a "Bic" lighter could be 
used to restart the flame, despite an episode of the TV show "King of the Hill" to the contrary! A friend of 
mine who saw that episode suggested that I keep a lighter in the pocket of my shorts "just in case". 
 
The ancient Olympics featured a single running race, the stadion, which was 600 feet long, or about 200 
meters. The torch run segment was designated as "about 400 meters, give or take". I think my segment 
was closer to 600 meters, but that was OK. I could have easily run 800 meters (remember, I'm a 
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swimmer, not a triathlete!).  When I finally lit my torch, transferring the Olympic flame from my relay 
predecessor, I turned toward my family and held it aloft for ALL to see. I could have stood there all day. 
Many of the people lining the streets had never seen the Olympic flame in person before (neither had I). I 
overheard one lady stopped in traffic as I ran by: "OH MY GOD! I'm stopped in my car on Wilshire and the 
Olympic Flame JUST WENT RUNNING BY!!!". People came out of their office buildings. Some firemen 
atop a fire truck took off their helmets as I ran the flame past them. That really got to me. Vicki has some 
video footage of a woman struggling to get a picture of the flame... that I was holding. Rumor has it that I 
outran my video camera person, and replay of the footage is a jarring and dizzying confirmation of just 
that (sorry, honey). 
 
Once I finished my relay segment and passed the flame on to the next relay runner, I was escorted into 
the trailing shuttle bus after the security escort extinguished the flame. Back inside the Torchbearer 
shuttle bus, the 15 torchbearers in my group all had a chance to unwind and reflect on the experience. 
We were all moved and our Greek escort talked with us about the history and tradition of what we had 
just experienced. We also shared with each other who we were and why we were there. In my group 
there were a few executives from Samsung, one from AT&T, a lady who worked at Marriot, and so forth. 
There was also a fellow who said he worked "at Disney". Turns out he's the President of Buena Vista 
Pictures Marketing, a fellow named Oren Aviv. On the Disney org chart, he's about 2 steps removed from 
Mickey Mouse himself! Others on the shuttle included a former Olympic Trials boxer, whose name really 
IS Rocky (Pepelli) - a guy who fought Larry Holmes and Mike Tyson (and kept both of his ears), Bonnie 
Warner, who competed in 3 Olympic Winter Games in the sport of luge, and Bob Ctvrtlik, a 3-time 
Olympic volleyball player who has won both gold and bronze medals and is active with both the IOC and 
USOC. There was lots of applause all around as people were introducing themselves.  
 
The shuttle got quiet when I introduced myself and told them why I was there. I was not there as a world 
or national this-or-that, although they knew from earlier that I am a Masters swimmer, that my wife swims, 
and that my 4 boys are swimmers. I told them that I was there as someone working with my swim club -- 
OUR swim club -- and the FUTURE of our sport, trying to find a way to inspire the youth of our club and to 
let them know that NOTHING is out of reach. You could have heard a pin drop - or the sound of my heart 
beating through my chest. The response from these people was overwhelming. The ex-Olympians, the 
one working for the IOC and USOC, all said that THEY were all honored to be in MY presence. I was 
unprepared for that. One of the Samsung executives said he read my bio and essay and wanted to meet 
ME. He was shocked that he ended up on MY bus. I've been in a daze ever since trying to come to terms 
with it all. What I know is this - it wasn't ME they were honored to meet. They were honored to meet 
someone who is working with ALL OF YOU – the swim team kids. I share this honor and memory with 
ALL of you. I may have been the one running, but we were ALL holding that torch together!! 
 
 
Tim Hedrick,  
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